Mechanical compression of the bottle failed to release the blockage. These crystalline deposits were studied using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). 
Results
Four types of crystals were detected by SEM: plate-like crystals (Fig. 3) , needle crystals, cable crystals (Fig. 4) and spaghetti-like crystals (Fig. 5) . Fig. 6 displays the four types of crystals seen in this scanning electron microscopic study. The plate-like crystals were flat with a smooth surface and appeared to form a sheet-like pattern. The needle crystals, which formed multiple petaloid patterns, were shorter compared with the other types of crystals.
The descending order of thickness of the crystals was as follows: plate-like crystals, cable crystals, needle crystals and spaghetti-like crystals. The plate-like crystals, cable crystals and needle crystals were straight, while the spaghetti-like crystals formed multiple curvilinear patterns. Morphologically similar crystals seemed to interdigitate among themselves.
The crystals with a similar morphological pattern seemed to group together. In some areas, a single type of crystal was seen; in other areas a combination of the different crystalline forms was seen.
Discussion
Ciprofloxacin 0.3% solution is the first of the fluoroquinolone antibacterial agents that was approved for ocular use in the United States. Before this, fortified patients developed a white crystalline precipitate on the corneal surface? In 25 of these patients, the precipitate was located in the area of the corneal ulceration?
The author first reported the scanning and transmission electron microscopic features of these white crystalline deposits on the cornea and soft contact lens? The ultrastructural study demonstrated the presence of plate-like crystals on the cornea and soft contact lenses.
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In addition, three other types of crystals, namely needle, cable and spaghetti-like, were observed in the present study. The exact mechanism for the formation of these white crystalline deposits is not fully understood. The bottle cap had the plastic security seal still attached to the cap ( This is the first report of blockage of a commercially available ciprofloxacin 0.3% bottle by crystals and the inability to deliver any medication from the bottle.
Ultrastructural study of these white crystalline deposits revealed four types of ciprofloxacin crystals. Perritt Charitable Foundation.
